
Mailrooms, like all facets of your operation, should not be a source of angst or frustration. But quite  
often, they are. For a growing number of companies, the solution is to let someone else handle it. Here 
are four ways to make the case for outsourcing your mailroom. 

It Saves Time 

Good mailroom service providers bring in highly qualified people with expertise in running efficient 
mailrooms. By outsourcing to them, companies can keep the mail running on time as they keep  
information flowing at high speed.

It Frees Up Your Staff
Studies show that if you have more than five people dedicated to the responsibilities of mailroom services, 
you benefit from hiring an outside firm to manage them.  The people who actually work for you no longer 
waste parts of their days troubleshooting the mail process. They can focus on your primary business.

You Get a Better Mailroom
A strong case––relatively easy to quantify––can be made that if your mailroom equipment is outdated 
or constantly in need of service, it’s a drain on productivity and likely is eating too many maintenance 
hours. A good outsourcing partner keeps your mail operation staffed with experts. Those experts will 
keep your equipment up to date and fully functioning.  

 You Keep All of Your Workers in the Loop 
With today’s remote workforce, delivering mail on time and to the right people, has become extremely  
important. To ensure all forms of communication keep flowing in a digital workplace, you need highly 
trained people with proven expertise. You can get that by outsourcing.

The experts at EG Workforce Solutions are ready to share more ideas, feedback, and support for outsourcing 
your mailroom services. To get the conversation started, contact us at info@egnow.com.

Build a Case for Mailroom Outsourcing. 
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